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Award-winning writer Lynda 
La Plante launches a major 
new female detective in Above 
Suspicion, a gripping crime 
thriller for ITV1.

Kelly Reilly (he Kills coppers, Joe’s palace, 
eden lake, mrs henderson presents) plays 
the new heroine, while acclaimed actor 
Ciaran Hinds (there Will Be Blood, margot 
at the Wedding, the mayor of casterbridge, 
prime suspect) stars as her boss, the volatile 
Dci langton.

Based on lynda’s best-selling novel, the 
two-part drama introduces Dc anna travis 
(reilly), an ambitious young officer who is 
fast-tracking her way through the ranks in a 
bid to be as successful as her late father.

travis is assigned her first murder case – a 
gruesome series of killings that has shocked 
even the most hardened of detectives. the 
murders started eight years previously, with 
the body count now up to six. the method 
of killing is identical, and the victims are all 
drug users and prostitutes.

then a seventh body is found – but this time 
the victim is a young student.

Determined to earn recognition from her brusque 
boss Dci langton (hinds), as well as the respect 
of her other male colleagues, anna works away 
furiously to find a vital piece of information that 
links one man to all of the murders.

the suspect is a much-loved actor who is on the 
brink of international stardom, and his arrest 
would create media frenzy. But then, if he is 
found innocent, all of anna’s arduous work and 
treasured reputation would be destroyed…

above suspicion is produced by lynda 
la plante and Jolyon symonds (trial & 
retribution, hustle, Whatever love means, 
Kevin and perry Go large), and directed 
by chris menaul (see no evil: the moors 
murders, state of mind, prime suspect).  
 
the executive producer is liz thorburn (trial 
& retribution, the commander,  
mind Games).
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